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Background 

§ The challenge of teaching effectively social sciences at 
secondary school. 

§  Implementing CLIL methodology in an  appealing way  

§ Erasmus+ program. A opportunity for European schools 

§  Innovation project ‘Historical Board Games for Peace. 
Making History Alive’ 

§ Use of Etwinning as ICT resource. 



Wargames 
§ Normally their use is related to military intelligence training. 
§ Historical board games huge, teaching potential  
§ Students:  

§  are actively involved in the learning process 

§  develop logical thinking 

§  decision making & creativity   

§  discover history as a dynamic process 

§  link it to active citizenship.  

§ Not developed potential in school education.  

§ Some isolated experiences  
§ No major international projects 
§ We tried to seize this potential 



Participants 
 § 2016-18 Erasmus+ association. Schools from six countries: Spain, 

Poland, Turkey, Czech, Italy and Bulgaria 

§ Preparation meeting held in Bytom (Poland). 

§ Focused on the use of the use of board games to learn about History  

§  International board game:  

 ‘Twilight Struggle’ based on the Cold War 

§ The participants created a                                                             
board game.  

  ‘Refugees’ 



Objectives  
 
§ The main objective: exchange of good practices  
§ To introduce the use of historical board games into the 

process of teaching history & geography  
§ To link recent European history to their personal interests 

(history is alive) 



Project management 
 § Meetings with students + Transnational Project Meetings.  

§ The meetings tooke place in  
§  Spain (November, 2016) 

§  Italy (February, 2017) 

§ Czech Republic (March, 2017)  

§  Poland (May, 2017) 

§ Bulgaria (October, 2017)  

§  Turkey (June, 2018)  

§ Learning/teaching/training activities.  

§ Effective communication & cooperation  

§  Intensive use of ICT  



Methodology 
 § CLIL based learning:  
§  the use of learning contents  
§  promoting proper interpersonal skills 
§  enhanced cultural sensitivity  
§  communication and language abilities  
§  the teachers as facilitators. 

§ Strategies: 
§ a) Learner - centered approach where students do not act as a 

passive recipient of informations but becomes an active contributor 
to the content of training. Based on competence learning 

§ b) Strategic approach to learning where students need to organize 
their time and space efficiently in order to succeed.   

§ c) Metacognitive skills: Develop the critical thinking, decision-
making, strategies for problem solving and becoming independent 
learners. 



Activities 
 §  Initial training in the Spanish mobility for teachers and some 

pupils 

§ Students played strategical board games in blended 
international teams during the mobiities.  

§ The working language of these games (rules, tutorials) was 
English.  

§  In-school activities: The students taking part in the mobilities 
trained their classmates in playing the new games (i.e. 
Twilight Struggle).  

§ Each school prepared an exhibition about the results of the 
project including pictures from mobilities 

§ The new boardgame was created with the assistance of a 
boardgame club and tested by students and teachers 



Training on wargames in Spain 



The project on eTwinning 



Webpage of the project 



Other results 
Video made by the students 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1op1muyv3A 
 
 
Logo contest                          PPT presentations of the countries     



Results and impact 
 
§ The results benefited our students and schools by using new 

teaching methods developed in a transnational context.  
§ The main material result of the project was a new board game 

published by the partner schools &  available as it is one of the 
products of the results platform of the EU Erasmus webpage.  

§ The use of historical board games helped our students to 
process actively information and acquire knowledge about 
history.  

§  Improvement of language skills  
§ They enhanced their ability to conceive History as a vivid reality 

in which people play an active role.  
§ Development of ICT competences. Twinspace platform & 

webpage 
§ The main results are available for the public in the E+ Result´s 

Platform of the EC. They are OER & can be used freely with 
educational purposes. 



Refugees game 
§ We also created a new cooperative boardgame called 

‘Refugees’ based on the refugee crisis in Europe.  

§ A tutorial was made by teachers & students 

§ https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BvFN1yRa8vY&feature=youtu.be 

 



Refugees board & cards 



Conclusions 
§ We achieved a transnational approach to the teaching of 

social sciences 

§ The issues addressed, improved the quality and efficiency of 
education in our schools  

§ We  enhanced creativity and innovation of the students 
involved.  

§ The methodology based on CLIL offered a more dinamic 
approach to teaching 

§ The motivation among students increased 

§ Potential longer term benefits for schools and participants 



Thank you! 


